Efficient gene transfer into primitive hematopoietic progenitors using a bone marrow microenvironment cell line engineered to produce retroviral vectors.
Effective gene transfer into human hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells is a compromise between achieving high transduction efficiency and maintaining the desired biological characteristics of the target cell. The aim of our work was to exploit the stromal microenvironment to increase gene transfer and maintenance of hematopoietic progenitors. The murine bone marrow stromal cell line MS-5, known to support primitive human progenitors, was modified into an amphotropic packaging cell, by the stable introduction of DNA coding for retroviral structural proteins, and a viral vector encoding a marker gene. The gene transfer efficiency of the recombinant virus was evaluated by flow cytometry, in vitro assays for committed (CFC) and primitive (LTC-CFC) progenitors, as well as a clonal assay for B and NK lymphoid progenitors. The new packaging cell line (NEXUS) produced equivalent levels of virus as did the established GP+Am12 system, also under serum-free conditions. On average 30% of human mobilized peripheral blood CD34(+) cells were transduced by a single exposure to NEXUS supernatant, representing a three-fold increase over GP+Am12-based technology. Gene transfer into both committed and primitive progenitors increased on average two-fold using NEXUS retroviral supernatant. Furthermore, CD34(+) CD38(low) early progenitor cells purified from umbilical cord blood were efficiently transduced with NEXUS retroviral vector and gave rise to a high frequency of marked B and NK lymphocytes. Our data show that that an established bone marrow stromal cell can be engineered to enhance the genetic modification of primitive hematopoietic and lymphoid progenitors using a clinically relevant method.